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Résumé
Translation of the 2nd edition of the first volume of this comprehensive handbook on the structure, materials, deterioration and conservation of works of art. A chapter is dedicated to environmental control: climate, light, and temperature. In addition the chapters on solvents and on paper have been revised and the bibliography extended. -- ICCROM
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Portrait de Maître. Degradation, Conservation, and Restoration of Works of Art: Historical Overview. Roger Marijnissen. Abstract | Index | Outline | Editor's notes | Text | Notes | References | About the author. 11The "scientific" approach to the conservation and restoration of works of art is a relatively recent phenomenon. Rigorous laboratory methods contrast sharply with the empirical and sometimes hazy methods employed by traditional craftspeople. Other circumstances, furthermore, confirm that this interest in classical antiquity was in no way determined by a real need to preserve cultural testimony of the past. As proof, one need only study the attitude taken toward an enormous artistic heritage of more recent times.